
  Your inventory is your capital. A good management 
system is vital
The Proginov ERP system caters to all of the requirements of logistics 
professionals, from raw materials suppliers to processors, wholesalers 
and distributors, through to the end consumer. The Proginov ERP logistics 
module manages product traceability in real time. It can be configured for all 
uses and all types of business.
It is ideally suited for perishable food processing, which requires fast order 
preparation. You track the exact value of your inventory at all times.

  Warehouse management that evolves with you
From receipt to distribution, track goods receipts and issues and move-
ments between warehouses or storage locations. Shipping units (batches, 
pallets, packages, products) are managed by scanning. 
The information is available in real time in the database, for sales reps, 
sales administration, the logistics manager and operators.
The solution grows with your business, from the simplest to the most com-
plex management, by adding controls or flows.

  Mobile WMS
Proginov now includes RF mode in the warehouse management applica-
tion. The logistics manager organises order picking from the console and 
the operators view their tasks in real time on mobile devices (handheld 
scanners or on-board terminals) via Wi-Fi. You can also prioritise order 
picking in real-time based on stock availability and customer orders.
The time saving is huge, thanks to more accurate and efficient logistics and 
inventory management.

Mobile WMS

Configurable according 
to your needs

Traceability of 
movements

Integrated in the ERP

Control flows in real time

WMS Warehouse Management System
Optimise your warehouse management
The WMS module of Proginov ERP, totally integrated in the ERP, handles all product and stock 
movement data along the entire logistics chain. 
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TOP FEATURES OF THE WMS

-  Configure mobile devices 

-  Manage label templates

-  Manage locations

-  Storage location dynamic assignment

-  Manage multi-company, multi-warehouse, multi-
location and multi-batch inventory

-  Enter reception of purchase orders

-  Picking replenishment

-  Manage logistics mission

-  Manage SSCCs

-  Order picking

-  Voice picking

-  Delivery truck loading

-  Print delivery notes and labels

-  View inventory

-  Business Intelligence

-  Batch and logistic unit traceability

-  Quantity (inventory count), quality and presence 
control

-  Inventories
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